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Sponsorship
Dignity and Grace
by Natalie K.

I was twenty-six when I walked through
the doors of AA. I hated myself, I
hated everyone around me and I
hated life. For some reason, I held on
to the idea of AA like a drowning man
would hold onto a life preserver. I did
whatever the people at the meetings
told me to do.
At my second meeting I met Stefanie.
She had been sober for a little over a
year and she was vibrant and fun. She
stayed late to talk to me and asked if
I wanted her to call me the next day
so we could go to a meeting together.
I nodded and for the first time in my
life I realized that someone could be
true to their word. Stefanie met me at
a meeting and whispered to me about
what was going on. At one point in
the meeting, the chair asked if anyone
with at least one year of sobriety who
was willing to be a sponsor could
raise their hand. Scattered hands were
raised around the room, but Stefanie’s
hand remained at her side. I was
absolutely certain that she didn’t raise
her hand because she didn’t want to
sponsor someone like me!
Still, everyone told me to get a
sponsor, someone who had what I
wanted. I finally chose Robbie because
she walked into the rooms of AA with
grace and dignity and I really wanted
grace and dignity. At one meeting
she made an announcement about
an anniversary dinner, so I used that
announcement as an excuse to go
and talk to her. To my surprise, she

knew who I was and how much time
I had! She asked how I was doing. I
told her I was doing great and that I
had so much more control over my
life. Robbie replied, “Funny that you
have so much control when this is a
program about giving up control.”
I was so angry and embarrassed
that I walked away, vowing never to
talk to her again but I found myself
wondering what she meant by that
statement. I hadn’t really considered
AA a “program” up to that point; I just
came to the meetings. Robbie piqued
my interest enough that I finally called
her and asked her to be my sponsor.
I was so nervous, it was almost like
asking someone completely out of my
league on a date. I must have picked
up the phone and dialed at least
twenty times before hitting, “Send.”
Robbie graciously accepted; in fact,
she told me she would be honored
to sponsor me. We set a time to meet
and Robbie and I started doing exactly
what I believe that sponsorship is for:
working the steps. We began reading
the Big Book together, line by line.
When we came to a direction, we
stopped and followed the direction. I
was free to ask questions and to agree
or disagree with what I was reading,
as long as I followed the directions as
they were laid out in the Big Book.
After I we read through the “How it
Works” chapter and I wrote out my
fourth step, I mentioned to Stephanie
that I was about to do my fifth step.
She looked at me in amazement
and said, “You are?” It was at this
point that I realized that the reason
(continued on page 2)
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Stephanie did not raise her hand at my
third meeting is because she had not
worked her steps. This brings me to
what I believe a person’s requirements
should be of a sponsor: 1) has what
you want; 2) has worked the steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous through the
Big Book; and 3) has had a spiritual
awakening in line with Step 12.
At no point did Robbie ever try to play
God in my life. She admitted time and
again that there were no hard or fast
rules in sponsorship or sobriety. We
took things on a case-by-case basis
and Robbie gave to me freely exactly
what she was given in the program
of Alcoholics Anonymous. Today I am
able to do the same with the women
that I sponsor. It is both touching
and humbling that I could have
something that someone else wants. It
is my privilege to give that something
through working the steps, without
judgment, without playing God, and
taking each situation on a case-bycase basis.

Sponsor with Respect
by Matt S.

I’ve been blessed over the years to
have sponsored a few men who are
to this day still sober and very good
friends. I’ve also had some drop me
like a hot rock. But I’ve learned (the
hard way, as always) sponsoring
effectively, like working the Steps,
takes time and a patience that only
comes with the willingness to change.
I believe it is a relationship that should
include mutual respect. After all,
aren’t we just as close to the “next
drink” as the “newbie,” if a certain
spiritual awareness isn’t present? I’m
also not fond of referring to them as
“sponsees”. It projects a grandiose
attitude--that I am somehow better just
because I happened to stumble into
the rooms of AA first—and it lacks the
proper humility. My way, when I am
introducing new guys to other AAs, is
to simply say they are “ good friends of
mine.” I leave the decision to disclose
our relationship totally up to them.
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Frankly, I don’t see how someone can
use derogatory terms like “pigeon”
or “fresh meat” when referring to
someone they supposedly care to
help. And these self-professed “drill
sergeant” sponsors, I’m not certain
their style exactly fits in a program
built on commonality and humility; it
goes against the very principles laid
out in the Twelve Steps. But apparently
it works for some guys who need a
heavy hand, so who am I to argue?
I know one thing for sure, it wouldn’t
have worked with me; sponsorship to
me should be based upon “attraction
rather than promotion.” That is how
I was introduced to this amazing
program; I badly wanted what my
sponsor, Bob W., had which was a
visible, serene contentment. That was
something that eluded me for most of
my adult life. I emulated all he did in
the program--attended lots of meetings
(especially First Step ones,) did service
in and out of the meetings, and, of
course, gave it away to the next guy by
becoming a sponsor.
I have had some success with a
couple of guys I sponsor today. One
is five years my senior (sixty) and the
other twenty years my junior. I am
careful to follow (very closely) the
chapter in the Big Book “Working with
Others.” Listening is of the utmost
importance; the more you hear about
your prospect, the more information
you can gather to help him. I did a lot
of talking early on in my attempts to
sponsor. It is very common--we want
to tell them what we know: right then
and there; but by doing so, we only
complicate their ability to comprehend
the seriousness of their own particular
situation. We really need to listen more
than talk.
These gentlemen I sponsor require
two distinctly different approaches.
The younger one requires a firmer, yet
understanding, approach—kind of like
a father’s “I’ve been where you are.”
The older, on the other hand, needs
less direction and instruction. I need
to respect the fact that he (unlike the
younger one) really does know what he

has to do. This isn’t his first go-round
with the program and I’m his third
sponsor. He just needs to be convinced
that someone our age can benefit from
A.A’s Twelve Steps to recovery.
We met one Sunday, when he heard
me speak at an open meeting. Clearly
still shaking because of abstinence
from alcohol, he told me after that
meeting he could, for the first time,
really relate with my story and wanted
the “apparent” serene happiness
he heard in my voice that morning
(attraction). He asked me to sponsor
him shortly afterwards and we both
have mutually benefited from our
relationship ever since. He has, on
numerous occasions, acted as my
sponsor, ever reminding me of when
I’m not following my own advice.
Just another good reason to sponsor
someone.
As far as responsibility as a sponsor, I
am but a guide. I guide them just as
I was guided. I get them to meetings.
I get them to make coffee, chair
meetings, do district service work; and
then I let go and let my higher power
and the program take over.
It’s kind of like pushing your kid on his
first two-wheel bike, running alongside
him until you finally let go and he then
cruises along on his own. It’s a feeling
not to be missed, a feeling of immense
pride and joy, something I would
highly recommend to anyone looking
for “their calling” in this lifesaving
program of Alcoholics Anonymous.

My Story about Sponsorship
By Max-still sober and married

It took me a while to get to AA and it
took a few tries for me to get sober.
I remember being in no great hurry
to tackle the Steps. I figured if I was
in it for the long haul I could take my
time and get everything just right. Or
maybe I was just lazy. I don’t know, it
was quite a few twenty-fours ago.
My first sponsor mostly went along
with this. I think maybe he was a bit
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sterner with others he sponsored but
he seemed content to let me take
my time and feel my way through.
That someone could show this much
patience and confidence in me meant
a great deal to me. It helped a lot
when things got rough in those early
days.
My wife, on the other hand, had a very
different idea of how things should go
with my sponsor and me. For a long
time she had been in Al-Anon or, as I
heard one guy call it, The Sisterhood
of Perpetual Revenge. I guess her
particular group had a much stricter
idea of how things were supposed to
work in AA. This might have become a
problem if my sponsor had not found
a way to defuse it.
One day when the three of us were
together, my wife said to me, “You’re a
bad sponsee. You don’t work the Steps.
You don’t make any lists. You sure
haven’t made any amends. You do
nothing and (turning to my sponsor)
you let him get away with it. What are
you doing! Just what kind of sponsor
are you?”
“Is he drinking?’ my sponsor asked.
“No,” was her reply.
“Then I’m a good sponsor. We’re
doing what works.”
End of argument. Amen for what
works!

Memoirs
by Thomas B

My name is Tom B. and I am a latent,
isolating alcoholic.
I grew up as an average, Catholic,
boring young adult until the age of
twenty-seven, when I joined the local
fire department. Within two years I
had discovered my true passion and
became an Advanced Firefighter
Paramedic. The volunteer, part-time
job quenched my thirst for excitement,
adventure and the desire to help
others.
Fast forward three years and I’m
working as a photographer, paramedic
and glacier cave explorer in Southern
Alaska. A quote on the outhouse wall
became my new motto, “If it’s worth
doing, it’s worth overdoing.”
I took that saying to heart in everything
I did from then on. My recreation
became my passion; my need to help,
be of service, became my obsession.
Within the next 10 years, I had become
Fire Chief, Director of the County’s
Rescue and Recovery Dive Team, a
college instructor for firefighting and
a professional photographer for the
Discovery Channel.
All that excitement, the need to be
needed, and the prestige had a dark
side. Lurking in the wings was a true
need to relax and sleep. For police and
firemen, the prescription of choice was
alcohol. I, too, had worked my way
from workaholic to alcoholic.

Police and Fire both have their favorite
relaxation stations and I was a
frequent visitor. I had seen first-hand
the damage alcohol does to other
lives but I always told myself that it
couldn’t happen to me. Carrying a
fire department badge helped me out
of a lot of alcohol-related jams but
ultimately delayed my recovery.
There is a saying in the Fire
Department that what happens in the
first five minutes of an emergency
translates to the next five hours or even
a lifetime for some victims. It’s hard
to go up and down so quickly without
proper training and alcohol is not
the best, long-term solution. Alcohol
blurs the line between sanity and rest,
accomplishment and post-traumatic
stress. I now know the pain of DUIs,
prison, and personal loss brought
about by alcohol. I went from work
and sleep to alcohol and sleep.
There is a way out! In my paramedic
classes, I learned many things that
translate well into the AA Program and
my recovery strategy.
In my child-birth classes, a doctor
made a profound statement, “To learn
child-birth, you must watch once,
assist once, and perform once to
understand the magic and complexity
of the delivery.” That is the exact
order of my first three deliveries. AA
meetings and sponsorship are like that
Doctor’s advice. “Go to meetings.”–
Watch, listen, learn. “Service”– Assist,
give. “Sponsorship” – Teach, reach,
understand.

STEPS
We Need to Hear from You About the Steps
The First Step was a big step for all of us in the program. But what step has made the greatest impact on you? Which one has
been most powerful in helping you change your way of thinking and living? Was it turning over your will in Step Three? Being
rigorously honest in Step Four? Making amends in Step Nine? Or carrying the message in Step Twelve? Tell us the story of you
and that step that really impacted your life and enabled you to “get the program” and “get with the program.”
Or perhaps you never worked the steps in a formal way and now have years of sobriety. Tell us why the steps didn’t speak to you
and explain how you got sober. Or send us stories on any topic sobriety-related!
Email: hereshow@chicagoaa.org with submissions
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I have also learned to surround
myself with people who are wiser,
more accomplished and just plain
passionate about recovery. If you know
what you don’t know, you can learn it
or at least find someone to help guide
you through it. Real ignorance is not
a lack of knowledge, understanding
or education. Rather, it is a lack of
curiosity and motivation. Recovery isn’t
a distance marathon but a series of
sprints (One day at a time.) The only
way to cross the finish line a winner is
to play each day’s events as the game
of a lifetime.
For me, an AA meeting a day keeps
the compulsion to drink away, if only
for that day. (One day at a time.)
When sober, I never had any doubts
about my Higher Power or the power
of His will for us. But when drunk I
lost all faith or ambition in my life. My
light bulb was either on or off when it
came to faith, hope and charity. It feels
good to be sober and bask in the glory
again.
Remember, God is the only one who
can draw a straight line with a crooked
instrument. Or, as Sir Edmund Hillary
said, “It is not the mountain that we
conquer but ourselves.”

A Word on Sponsorship
from the CASO Bookstore
Laura H., CASO Bookstore Clerk
and AA member

The CASO
Bookstore carries
the following
materials that deal
specifically with
sponsorship—
Conference
approved: (any
materials published
by AA World
Services and the AA
Grapevine)—

Here’s How

Alcoholics Anonymous, published
by AA World Services. This is the
book that launched the program of
Alcoholics Anonymous. It was written
by co-founder Bill W. and edited by
the first 100 men and women of AA.
Specific directions for working with
other alcoholics are found in chapter
7, “Working with Others” and are
peppered throughout the entire book.
The price is $8.00 for a hard cover,
$7.60 for a soft cover, $4.00 for the
pocket size and $8.30 for a large
print.

Things My Sponsor Taught Me,
published by Hazelden. Author and
program member, Paul H. describes
sponsors as “little miracles of
Alcoholics Anonymous, amalgams of
teacher, guide, cop, friend and role
model.” Written in layman’s language,
Things My Sponsor Taught Me provides
the specifics, based upon the general
guidelines in the Big Book of how one
man, his sponsor and the fellowship
work together for recovery. The price is
$9.95.

Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions, published by AA World
Services. Author and AA Co-founder,
Bill W. expands his thoughts and
experiences on the steps, including
the 12th step. The price is $7.40 for
a hard cover, $7.00 for a soft cover,
$5.50 for the pocket size and $7.75
for a large print.
Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship, published by AA World
Services. This pamphlet addresses
sponsorship specifically. It speaks to
people looking for a sponsor and
people wanting to be a sponsor. The
price is fifteen cents.
Non-Conference Approved: (any
materials regarding recovery from
alcoholism, NOT published by AA
World Services and the AA Grapevine)Carry This Message – A Guide for
Big Book Sponsorship, published by
August House. This is a book written by
program member Joe McQ. of the “Joe
and Charlie” tapes, with an emphasis
on using the Big Book in working with
others. The price is $12.95.
Twelve Step Sponsorship – How It
Works, published by Hazelden. Author
and program member, Hamilton B.
addresses such questions as: What
does a sponsor do? How does one find
a sponsor? How does one become a
sponsor for someone else?
The price for Twelve Step Sponsorship
is $14.95.

The Golden Book of Sponsorship,
published by Hazelden. The Golden
Books are a classic recovery series
composed of fourteen booklets
written by the late Father Ralph Pfau,
known originally as Father “John
Doe” who was an immensely popular
lecturer and author. This booklet is
about carrying the message to other
alcoholics. The price is $4.50.
[Note: the Fellowship of Area 19 has
decided that our bookstore will carry
Non-conference approved literature
in addition to Conference- Approved
literature. All Non-conference
approved literature sold in the CASO
Bookstore is suggested by Area 19
members and reviewed by other
program members voluntarily through
the Area 19 Literature Committee.
Their guidelines that ensure that all
Non-conference approved materials
sold in the CASO Bookstore support
Area 19’s primary purpose, to carry
the message to the alcoholic who still
suffers.
In Love, Service, and Gratitude
Laura H.
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The More Things Change…
The stories presented here were first told to a reporter, himself a member of AA, as part of a series
of articles published in the Chicago Daily News in February, 1950. They were then republished as
the AA pamphlet Inside AA. Though the some of the facts, figures and language in the articles may
seem a bit dated, the stories themselves ring eerily true to what many of us hear in the Rooms today.
Here’s How will be republishing these stories over the coming months. We thank the Chicago AA
Archives Committee for their collaboration. We hope you enjoy Inside AA.
By the way, if you dial the phone number on the cover of the pamphlet, your call will still be
answered by the Chicago Area Service Office.

Inside AA – The Slipper
What about the erring brother in
Alcoholics Anonymous? Consistently since
the foundation of Alcoholics Anonymous
in mid-1935, the group says these
averages have held: Fifty percent of
those who enter voluntarily, and with no
psychotic complications, cease and desist
from drinking then and there. Another 25
percent have some trouble before they
achieve sobriety.
“They kick it around for a while,” the
group observes. At first the group thought
the other 25 percent was lost, but as the
years have gone on, AA’s have changed
their minds about this 25 percent.
“They come back,” the AAs say, “if they
live.”
Here’s the story of a man who kicked it
around for eight months.
“I came into AA through the connivance
of my wife and a friend, who also is in
LaSalle St. I wasn’t having much fun with
my drinking, but nothing better occurred
to me.
“First meeting I went to I heard a couple
of speakers tell stories that set my few
remaining hairs bolt upright.
“One was a nice-looking fellow, said he
was an automobile dealer. Drinking had
broken up his family, sent him down to
Skid Row. He woke up one morning there
with the police bending over him and a
drinking buddy dead alongside him, a
Here’s How

knife stuck in his heart. Luckily the police
found the killer.
“Even that didn’t stop his drinking. He
found AA, of all places, in the reading
room in the public library. Ran across a
piece in a magazine and something hit
him!
“He had a tough time coming back, but
he finally got re-established and had his
own business.
“There was another fellow, a machinist
by trade. He told about winding up as
a porter in a saloon, his family being
evicted, with their furniture – which was
mortgaged – being tossed out into the
street.
“They decided they’d go to his folks up in
Minnesota and they started out – walking
– he and his wife, two children and a
nursing baby.
“So he found AA in a small town and
now he’s back, doing OK.
“After the meeting, I told my wife it was
interesting but I didn’t think I belonged.
After all I had a pretty fair job which I
took good care of until after the market
closed.
“I went along sober for a couple of
weeks, then one day my wife snapped
at me about something and I thought I’d
show her. The taxi driver helped me into
the house at 4 o’clock in the morning.
“I had more trouble quitting this time, so
6

I thought maybe I’d better pay a little
more attention to AA.
“They told me about the 12 steps.
The first asks you to admit you were
powerless over alcohol, that your life
was unmanageable. I could take that,
with not too much reservation.
“Then there’s the stuff about maybe
a Higher Power can help you, that
you turn your will over to God as you
understand Him. I decided to skip that.
All I wanted to do was to handle my
drinking. I wasn’t for becoming a Bible
thumper.
“There are some other steps – about
making a complete moral inventory
and telling some guy the whole story,
about getting rid of your faults and
making amends to people you had
harmed. Well, about the only fault
I thought I had was drinking and I
hadn’t harmed anybody – well, anyway
not much.
“There’s some more stuff about prayer
and meditation and then the last step
about carrying the message to other
alcoholics.
“Well, this was fine stuff for anybody
who needed it, but to me it seemed
that I could just go from the first step
to the 12th step, just quit drinking and
persuade other tough drinkers – I knew
a million of ‘em – to quit drinking, too.
“So I went along for about a month
and once again I skidded. Coming
around a corner, I bumped into a
man – he was built like one of George
Halas’ guards – and I went down
and a couple of people laughed at
me sitting on the sidewalk. Was I ever
burned!
“Next thing I knew I was having my
seventh or eighth drink.
“One time it was my wife’s mother.
She’s one of those know-it-all women.
Another time it was the market. Again
it was an out-of-town trip.
“One night at a meeting, one of the
older AAs said to me:
“’Harry, why don’t you make up your
Sept–Oct 2011

mind? Do you want to quit drinking,
or don’t you? We aren’t reformers.
We don’t care if you want to keep on
drinking. But if you do, why don’t you
take a walk and quit bothering us?
“I walked out of the meeting, sore.
Later I’m talking to another old
timer and I complain of this fellow’s
treatment and I said: ‘I have a good
mind to quit AA.’
“He said: ‘What do you mean quit
- you’ve never been in it?’ So we
argued.
“’Look,’ he said, ‘you’ve just been one
of the lunatic fringe. Let’s get down to
cases. What have you done about the
12 steps of the recovery program?’
“I admitted: ‘Not much. But then, all I
want to do is quit drinking, I’m not a
religious fellow.’
“So then he went to work on me. He
pointed out that the 12 steps were all
in the past tense – that they weren’t
any day dreams but a hard and cold
record of how AAs got dry. They’re just
like a road map, he said.
“Another thing he told me was that I
couldn’t pick and choose among them,
that it was whole hog or none, that if I
really wanted to quit drinking I had to
take the full course.
“I tried praying. I was pretty selfconscious about it. I tried doing the
right thing. I finally got up enough
courage to tell my story to this same
AA.

Percolation
by Michelle T.

Sitting in the eighth year
Sixty people in a circle
Addicts
Alcoholics
Their pain, victories
Those who win the fight
Chautauqua
Story after story
Laughter, tears
For only an hour
So many hearts opening
Tapestry at the end of the hour
So much learned
It filters as I walk away
Another day to breathe Freer

“I began trying to get rid of my faults.
I looked into myself a little and found
that I had harmed some people and
I began trying to square myself with
them.
“I made some progress. I began to
get a little cocky, and then boom! I
was drunk again. I don’t know what
happened. That was the last time.
“I picked up the pieces and started
over. That last time was seven years
ago. Any time I start feeling chesty, I
smack myself down. I’m not going to
take any chances.”
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n behalf of the Chicago Area Service Office (CASO) and the Chicago Area Service Assembly (CASA), I would like
to extend the warmest thanks to all groups that have helped carry the A.A. message. Earlier this year Here’s How
published a partial list of meetings that contributed To CASO and CASA in 2010. Below you will find a listing of
the rest of the groups that contributed. We apologize for the delay in recognizing your efforts. Because of your support we,
CASO and CASA, can carry out our functions and ensure we will be there for the newcomer.

Laura N. Gonzalez
Chicago Area Service Office Manager

01-6085 11th Step
01-6150 Lucky to Be Alive
01-6250 Chapter 7
01-6392 Charlie’s Group
01-6697 Common Solution
01-6999 Back of the Book
01-7670 The Webster Group 12 Steps
02-1563 Des Plaines Wanderers Group VI
02-1591 Park Ridge Home Group
02-1617 First Step House Big Book
02-1628 First Step House-Saturday Night
02-2206 11th Step Meeting
02-2213 The Speaker
02-2245 Drinking is not an Option
02-2253 By the Book
02-2255 Refuge
02-2819 Better Half
02-2820 Candlelight IV
02-2824 Rotating Homes
02-2827 Foster Park
02-2828 Group North
02-2839 The Cuckoos Nest
02-2840 9 1/2 Greenleaf South
02-2846 St Nicks Big Book II
02-2849 Sunday Steps Traditions
02-2851 Twelve and Twelve
02-2856 Beginners
02-2859 On The Rocks Group
02-2882 North Shore Sat Open Mtg
02-2884 Promises Beginners
02-2887 Wilmette A Home Group
02-2896 The Phoenix Wanderers
02-2901 One Two Three plus Step
02-2904 Learning to Live Sober
02-2965 Fog Lifters
02-2967 Winning Circle
02-3939 Friday Night Big Book
02-4087 First Step House
02-6009 Noon Reflections
02-6374 First Step House
02-6416 Evanston Amethyst Group
02-7902 RGS Restless God Seekers
03-1352 Tues Night Basement Dwellers
03-1490 Tuesday 12x12
03-1607 Gratitude Group
03-1611 Men’s Countryside
03-1694 Deerfield A Group
03-1697 Tuesday Night Beginners
03-1698 Deerfield Village Hall Step Mtg
03-1705 Shermer Women’s Daytime
03-1708 Johns Park Group
03-1709 Friday Nite We Care
03-1719 Early Birds
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03-1723 Dave’s Den
03-1726 Glenview West II
03-1728 Smoke Deflectors
03-1729 Happy Hour
03-1730 Drydockers
03-1731 Nooner Meeting
03-1741 Church Street Regulars
03-1758 The C Group
03-1763 Thursday Nite Men
03-1774 Wanderers 45 Mundelein
03-1778 Monday Morning Step
03-1779 Northbrook Fri Night Step
03-1781 Northbrook West
03-1784 Sunny Morning Open
03-1786 Tuesday Night Step
03-1805 Tuesday Night Men
03-1813 Monday Nooners
03-1816 Sunday Morning Wanderers
03-1825 Big Book
03-1837 Tuesday Daily Reflections
03-1838 Thursday Noon Step
03-1851 Step Group
03-1988 207 Sun Afternoon
03-2465 Glenview Traditions Group
03-2472 Living Sober
03-3799 St Joseph Step
03-3830 Monday Night Big Book
03-4207 Rays of Hope
03-4421 Northbrook Women’s Group
03-4600 24 Hour A Day Book
03-6313 Women’s Serenity 101 Group
03-6504 Men’s Step Up
03-6521 Men’s Promises
03-7667 As Bill Sees it
03-7953 Cole Park Sunday AM
03-8013 The Noon Group
04-0490 Ignatia House Sisters in Sobriety
04-0496 Ignatia House Fri Night Beginnner
04-0598 Martha Speaker
04-0600 Martha Big Book
04-0601 Martha Beginners Mixed
04-0602 Martha Open 12 & 12
04-0604 Martha Women’s Speaker
04-0606 Martha 12x12
04-0607 Martha Men Speaker
04-0608 Martha Women Speaker
04-1211 Alkies Only
04-1216 Discovery and Recovery
04-1219 Fireside Group
04-1237 Sauganash Time Out
04-1241 Tower Step
04-1349 Ardmore Acceptance
04-1382 Monday Night Kitchen Table Group

04-2457 Logan Square Eagles
04-2510 Sobriety Must Come First
04-4454 Ukrainian Vlg Third Eleventh
04-5067 Martha Women’s 12x12
04-6256 Alive & Grateful
04-7508 Beacon House Big Book Study Group
04-7810 H & L 12x12
05-1173 For Women’s Ears Only Big Book
05-7978 Always Beginners 123
06-0695 Sunday Night Step
06-0904 Beverly Woods Restaurant
06-0921 Eight Ten Discussion
06-0929 Gifted II
06-0938 Mt Greenwood Kitchen Table
06-0943 NW Beverly II
06-0952 St Margaret of Scotland AA
06-0954 St Symphorosa 7x7
06-0970 Sat Night Alive Step
06-0980 St Daniels Sun Nite Step
06-0986 Genesis Group
06-0990 Early on Thursday
06-0993 Mon Night Step & Disc
06-0999 Wednesday Winners
06-1001 Century The Castle
06-1010 Big Book
06-1011 Sat Morning Alive
06-1015 SOS Sober on Saturday
06-1023 Men’s Curmudgeon
06-1103 Sunlight of the Spirit Groups
06-1124 Eye Opener
06-1325 Fellow Travelers Big Book
06-1685 Tues Night Big Book
06-4023 Oak Lawn Big Book Group
06-4027 Tradition Three
06-4222 What Topic
06-4443 Little Christmas
06-4470 Sat Morning Big Book
06-4993 Monday Night Big Book
06-5039 Girls Night Out
06-5051 Its in the Book Group
06-6122 Sat Nite Battery Charge
06-6430 Wanderers 37
06-6496 No Cop Outs
06-7824 The Nooner
07-1234 St Hubert Sunday morning
07-1317 As Bill Sees It Lansing
07-1652 Born Again Big Book
07-2063 Hilltoppers
07-2065 Morning Eye Opener
07-2085 Brementown Fellowship
07-2556 Eastside II
07-2557 The Life of Riley Stepping Stones
07-2559 Tommy G Open Door II
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07-2567 Crete Big Book
07-2586 Rise and Shine II
07-2590 Friendship
07-2592 Lamplighters too
07-2593 Lansing I
07-2595 Percolators 1
07-2596 Percolators 2
07-2597 WANA Group
07-2598 Harbor Lights Group
07-2612 Avalon I
07-2618 Park Forest Stag A
07-2638 Steger Everyday People Group
07-2639 Windmill 1
07-2640 Windmill 2
07-2658 The Joy of Living Club
07-2660 Lakeside Pioneers
07-2679 Progress Not Perfection
07-2685 Lansing Life I
07-2696 Fresh Start
07-2697 Big Book Study
07-2702 12&12
07-2704 Willingness
07-2713 Twelve and Twelve
07-2716 Getting Out Of Ourself
07-2734 Open
07-2739 Nitty Gritty
07-2749 Straight from the Books
07-2752 Mon Night Big Book 101
07-2756 Open LEAK
07-2767 Olympia Fields Optimists
07-4042 Lynwood Renegades
07-4206 Basic Training
07-4360 Final Frontier
07-4594 As We Understand Him
07-6160 Expect A Miracle
08-0739 Resurrection Twelve and Twelve
08-0746 Sober Now Beginners Step I II III
08-0796 KIS Early Bird
08-0802 We Care Group
08-0821 New Ladies of Today
08-2686 Chicago Beginners Big Book Mtg
08-4163 Noble Square
08-4292 Hoyne LeMoyne Group
08-4416 Beginners Steps 1,2,3
08-5046 Women on the Verge
08-6014 1-2-3 Speaker Mtg
08-6286 Men’s Fireside
08-6358 Check Yourself
08-7776 The Family
08-7818 Saturday Sobriety Group
08-7893 Happy Joyous and Free
09-0003 Wednesday Berwyn Group
09-0009 Upper Room Big Book
09-0010 WE Group
09-0012 Wanderers Twelve
09-0021 Discussion
09-0023 Hawthorne
09-0026 Austin Recoverers Group
09-0029 North Lake Group
09-0030 Annex
09-0035 Friday Big Book
09-0036 Living Room
09-0039 Unity One Day At A Time
09-0040 Village Mallers
09-0042 Acorn Group of River Forest
09-0043 2nd Step
09-0047 Quad A Atheist & Agnostics
09-0056 Huffers & Puffers
09-0058 We Are Now Group
09-0060 Choices Step
09-0071 Grateful on a Sunday
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09-0077 Early Birds
09-0105 Hardheads I
09-0139 T and T and Early Birds
09-1176 Big Book Study
09-2342 Tue Nite Ascension Library Mtg
09-2342 Tue Nite Ascension Library Mtg
09-2491 Monday Night AA Group
09-3765 Women for Serenity
09-4088 Procrastinators Step Mtg
09-4407 St Paul’s Friday Night
09-4952 Seeds of Faith
09-5086 I Told You Group
09-6069 Wednesday Night
09-7914 Westlake Friday and Monday Night
09-7934 Young People Beginners Meeting
100-1223 Friday Night Recovery
100-1439 Day At A Time
100-1533 Our Primary Purpose Big Book
100-1750 As Bill Sees It
100-2056 Wed Evening Ladies
100-2080 New Lenox
100-2092 Peatone Pathfinders
100-2094 Highpoint Romeoville Disc Group
100-2193 Wanderers 007
100-2214 12 Steps to Recovery
100-2226 No Nonsense Group
100-2229 Tuesday Beginners BB Disc
100-2262 Hangover At Hanover
100-2271 Wanderers 036
100-2272 Lake Zurich 12x12
100-2282 Deerfield Early Risers
100-2350 Winners & Beginners Monday
100-2366 Discussion (Big Book)
100-2415 Who Cares Group
100-2498 Sunday Morning Fellowship
100-2512 Mid-Week Gp
100-2525 Primary Purpose Group
100-2571 Closed Discussion
100-2594 Being New in AA
100-2661 Monee Moaners
100-2683 Humble Beginnings
100-2971 Monday Fellowship Luncheon
100-2972 Monday Night Sunshine Group
100-3000 Parish Big Book
100-3001 Highlanders
100-3032 Spinning Wheel Mooners
100-3043 Kitchen Table
100-3056 Brown Baggers
100-3085 Washington Ardmore Group
100-3105 Thu Nite Stepping Stones Grp
100-3109 Couriers
100-3149 Closed Discussion
100-3152 How & Why
100-3243 Straight
100-3296 Saturday Nite (New Cafeteria)
100-3300 Winfield-Central DuPage Hospital
100-3771 Recovery in Roselle
100-3826 HALT
100-3839 Sober Not Somber
100-3955 Woman’s Hope For Today
100-3985 Step Into Serendipity Sobriety
100-4187 Twelve Step
100-4221The We Are Group Men’s
100-4298 LALODAD
100-4975 Sprit Lifters
100-5053 Discussion (Big Book)
100-6032 Love in the Nick of Time
100-6152 Monday Big Book Meeting
100-6320 Dyer Straights
100-6340 Dawn Patrol
100-6396 Thursday Fourth Step Meeting

100-6470 Memorial Group
100-6486 Twelve Steps Twelve Traditions
100-6694 Gratitude All Year
100-6701 Beginners Forum
100-7500 Daily Reflections
100-7507 Women’s Step Meeting
100-7538 Living Sober
100-7759 Survivor’s Step Group
100-7760 Shorewood Big Book Group
100-7761 New Hope Step Group
100-7762 Happy Hour
100-7807 Freedom Group
100-7895 Monday Night Men’s
100-7919 Weekend Eye Openers
100-7952 Women on Wednesdays
100-7982 The Wanderers 50
100-8020 Thur Night 12 Step Frankfort Grp
10-7057 Cuarta Dimencion
11-7005 Primero Paso
11-7012 Una Nueva Esperanza
12-1511 AM Group
12-1573 North District Beginners
12-1762 Big Book
12-1999 Friday Nite Men’s Study
12-2001 Little Book
12-2004 South Minster Circle
12-2006 Thomas Mitchell
12-2007 Wayward Open
12-2008 Wayward Beginners
12-2013 Wanderers 6A
12-2022 Sunday Night Candlelight
12-2023 Friday Night Hopeful
12-2024 Sobriety Seekers
12-2025 Mon Men’s Step Meeting
12-2045 Maple Hill
12-2048 Northside Grateful Group
12-2166 Big Book Men’s First
12-3794 Sober & Smoke Free
12-3937 Serenity Sisters III
12-4173 Sober & Smoke Free
12-4414 Attitude Adjustment
12-6369 Butterflies
12-7676 Geneva Sat Night Open
12-8002 The Sunshine Group
13-0141 Women Sobriety and Beyond
13-0851 Wanderers 070
13-1422 Bound for Recovery
13-1485 Thought for the Day
13-1504 Women’s Big Book Study
13-1554 Wanderers 213
13-1558 Bobbleheads Step Meeting
13-1853 Women’s’ Wed Night Wanderers
13-2041 Wanderers 62
13-2460 Alexian Brothers Lunchtime
13-2770 Churchill
13-2771 Schaumburg Kitchen Table
13-2773 Eye Opener
13-2780 Friday Step Meeting
13-2784 Twelfth Step
13-2797 St Walter’s Discussion
13-2799 Each Day Women’s Meeting
13-2804 Sat Morning Beginners Grp
13-2816 KISS
13-3595 Wanderers 112 Twelfth Step
13-3757 Tues Night Step Discussion
13-3819 Monday Night Eleventh Step Group
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CASO Corner
By Laura N. Gonzalez

Happy hot, wet and steamy summer!! We are in the midst of A.A. Conference season,
summer fests all around the Chicagoland area, group softball games, picnics and outings
to watch all of the lakefront activity. There is so much going on. What a difference, when
I was drinking I had nothing to do. No one was inviting me to do anything. I was such
an isolator and loaner. Somehow this life seemed perfectly fine. So grateful to you for my
sobriety, I owe a debt I can never repay but I am having fun trying.
Things as usual are buzzing here at the office; we are at the tail end of preparation for the
All Chicago Open. This annual celebration of the first AA meeting in Chicago takes place
September 17th at the UIC Pavilion located at 525 S. Racine at Harrison in Chicago. I hope
to see you all there. We will have a section for the hearing impaired. Simultaneous Spanish
and Polish translation and a special section for 20+ sobriety who will be ushered to their
seats right in front of the stage. I hope to see and look forward to meeting you at the All
Chicago Open or at some time in our spiritual journey in AA.
Volunteer! We always need volunteers, not only to answer the phones, but also to help out
around the office collating, straightening up, making Beginners Kits, and generally doing
the stuff that an office needs to do. Do you know you can answer the telephones from the
comfort of your home overnight? Call me for more information (312) 346-1475.
Does your group want to do service work? Groups can sponsor a weekend volunteer shift
on a weekly, bi-weekly or a monthly basis. The group needs a contact person to coordinate
with CASO and to recruit volunteers to cover the telephones. The minimum sobriety
requirement to answer the phones is one year of continuous sobriety. Then the group
contact needs to contact CASO to arrange for training. The volunteers can be trained
individually or as a group. The Group will take responsibility for covering the selected shift
with trained volunteers. We have 6 four-hour shifts (9 AM-1 PM, 1-5 PM, and 5-9 PM) to
choose from. Can you believe we are unable to cover telephone shifts due to a lack of
participation? In a city with over a hundred thousand members were unable to fill all the
shifts. This means our non-alcoholic answering service is taking calls for AA.
Make sure you are listed in the directory! It has been a requirement for many years that a
meeting have—at minimum—current Group Contact information filed with CASO in order
to be listed in the directory. Unfortunately, many Group Contacts and GSRs have moved
or changed phone numbers, leaving meetings without a contact. Please be sure to keep
your meeting information, including Group Contact and GSR, current. You can download
forms from our website: www.ChicagoAA.org. We would be happy to mail or fax them to
you. Also, please note you do not need to contribute financially to CASO to be listed in the
directory. This is a myth. Our meeting directories are getting smaller and smaller each year
mainly due to lack of group contact information. Please help us get the newcomer to your
meeting. We cannot do this without you.
We are in the process of updating our website. This means we are hiring an outside
organization to do this for us. The projected completion date for the new website is right
around Thanksgiving. If all goes according to plan (our plan, not God’s—don’t laugh), the
Bookstore will be online. Once again, on-line contributions will be available. In the past we
have shut this down due to security issues. It is imperative that we protect the members and
the office. We’ll keep you posted!
Thank you all for the support you have shown to your Area 19, Chicago Area Service
Office. Please let us know how we can serve you today.
With gratitude and love,
Laura

Here’s How
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Surrender

The Second Time Around

by Doc

by Everett D.

I tried
I tried all suggestions
I tried everything possible
I got nowhere

Life is wonderful. Life is grand.
God just took me by the hand
“The second time around.”
The first time, He let me do things my way.
Just stayed in the background with nothing to say
“The first time around.”
I loused up my life but thought I was smart.
And never quite seemed to get the right start
“The first time around.”
I became a real mess, a no-good drunken bum.
There was nothing inside me, I was totally numb
“The first time around.”

I kept the faith
I never gave up
I tried for 5, 10, 20 years
Nothing changed
I prayed until I ran out of prayers
When I reached out, I was ignored
Because I was no longer feasible
Solitude was invisible
There was nothing else to do
It was beyond hope
I struck out
What was – was
What is – is
I surrender!
Hope is only hope
Suffering is a universal
Despair never healed anyone
I really care – yet –
I am powerless!
When I relax at the lake front,
I wonder and ponder:
How mystics let go and let God
How forgiveness is true beauty
How life is about discerning truth
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Then He came into my life and said, “Listen, my
friend, Even though you may think it, this isn’t the
end. Just the first time around.”
“Just ask me for help, I will show you the way.
The first thing you do is get into AA.
We’ll start the second time around.
“You shut up and listen, they all know what’s best.
If you work the Twelve Steps, I’ll handle the rest
this time around.”
So I hung with the winners and slowly I found
Life is much better “this time around.”
By thinking of others instead of just me,
I find peace of mind and serenity!
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Subscription to Here’s How
Name

I am an new reader.

Address

$5.00 annual subscription enclosed.

City/State/Zip/Country

Here’s an extra contribution of $______
to help keep Here’s How self-supporting.

Address
City/State/Zip/Country

I can’t contribute now, but please keep
me on the mailing list.
Please mail to:
Here’s How
180 N. Wabash Avenue, Suite 305
Chicago, IL 60601

Chicago Area Service Office, NFPC
180 N. Wabash Avenue, Suite 305
Chicago, IL 60601

Name

Please remove my name from your
mailing list.

Dated Material, Do Not Delay

If address changes, please indicate your old address:

